5.0 PRESERVATION AND ENHANCEMENT
5.1

Preservation

It is the aim of the Council that the character and appearance of Boscaswell's
Conservation Area should be preserved and enhanced but the designation of a
conservation area is not a bar on
future developments.
Special character is derived from the overall effect of many components and the
responsibility for managing the conservation area rests not just with the local planning
authority but with everyone who lives, works or impacts on the settlement. Changes that
are not controlled through the planning system can have an adverse effect on the special
character. It is important for all involved to think about what makes Boscaswell unique, and
to take positive steps to preserve and enhance it.
The purpose of this section of the appraisal is to present proposals to achieve the
preservation of the conservation area, to highlight particular issues that affect it, areas of
concern and opportunities for enhancement.
In summary preservation will be achieved by:


refusing permission for the demolition of any building or structure if its loss would
damage the character or appearance of the area;



ensuring that development and listed building works which fall under the control of
the local planning authority are sympathetic to the special character of the area;



providing local design guidance as part of this Conservation Area Statement and
encouraging developers to build upon this guidance in devising detailed sitespecific design statements to inform proposals;



bringing under control by means of an Article 4 Direction some types of
development which would otherwise lie beyond the local planning authority's remit;



taking action to bring neglected buildings in the Conservation Area into acceptable
repair where their condition and appearance is damaging the character of the
area;



preserving views, open spaces, gardens, trees, walls and floorscapes which make
an important contribution to the character of Boscaswell;

 preserving

the special qualities of the World Heritage Site, with the presumption
against damaging development as set out in planning policy and guidance;

5.2

Design Guidance

Conservation Area designation is not intended to prevent change, especially that which
would enhance the character of the area. However the scope for new development within
the Boscaswell Conservation Area is limited.
The general design guidance for any
development in the Conservation Area is that its character and appearance should be
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preserved and enhanced.
In particular:
z

Development should seek to reinforce the grain and pattern of development through
sensitive siting, responding to building lines and aspect, in design, form, scale
detailing and materials. Important public views should also be respected.

z

The hierarchy of traditional buildings should not be challenged through the
introduction of large structures. Modest cottages should not be extended and
altered to make them larger and grander; the existence of small, simple cottages is
an essential characteristic of Boscaswell. The clear hierarchy of cottages and
traditional houses in the settlement should be respected.

z

When making alterations or creating a new building it is important that natural and
existing site features such as trees, shrubs, stone boundary walls etc. are retained
as these help new development to blend into its setting.

z

The scale and form of new development will be in keeping with local traditions,
using building forms, proportions, fenestration, materials and detailing appropriate
to their context.

z

Plot boundaries are important features in some parts of the Conservation Area and
should be respected and maintained. The most appropriate boundary treatment, is
likely to be local stone, timber fences are not traditionally used in Boscaswell and
will be discouraged in new development.

z

Appropriate landscaping and planting, sensitive to its impact on the surrounding
area, will be encouraged. Gardens and open spaces which contribute to
Boscaswell's character will be protected from damaging development.

z

If new development is to be seen to reflect Boscaswell's historic sense of place then
it follows that attention to local detailing in roofing, the design and detail in windows,
doors, roofs, chimneys etc. will all be important. Proposals should be developed
from careful research within the area.

z

High quality contemporary design solutions, respectful and appropriate to their
historic context, will be welcomed where they can make a positive contribution to
the character and appearance of the area.

5.3

Scheduled Monuments and Listed Buildings

Many historic buildings of special historic or architectural interest have been designated as
listed buildings although at present within the Boscaswell Conservation Area there are no
listed buildings.
Once a building has been listed works which would affect its special interest require listed
building consent from the local planning authority. Both internal and external works require
consent. In addition to the main building, that which is described in the list, curtilage
structures are covered by listed building protection. This means that any object or
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structure within the curtilage of the listed building at the date of listing, which forms part of
the land and has done since 1 July 1948, for example, the boundary walls and
outbuildings.
Proposals concerning listed buildings within Boscaswell will be considered not only in
terms of the effect on the building itself, but also on their effect on the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area.
It is important to note that changes may occur in the list from time to time so in order to
confirm whether a building is listed it is still essential to check with the Local Planning
Authority. As outlined above, in addition to the principal listed buildings, some curtilage
structures are covered by listed building controls. Further information about listed buildings
is available from the Local Planning Authority.
The Iron Age Fogou at the western end of the Conservation Area is a Scheduled Ancient
Monument.

The Iron Age walls sit amongst neatly mowed lawns. Their condition, in places, appears
fragile, and worthy of monitoring. This is an important site within the Conservation Area,
and evidence of ancient settlement in the area.

5.4

The Protection of Other Buildings

There are many buildings, structures and features in Boscaswell which are not listed but
which contribute to its character and appearance.
There are some increased planning controls in Conservation Areas but it is still possible
for alterations to take place which would dilute the quality of the townscape. The area can
be more effectively protected from detrimental change by means of an Article 4 Direction
aimed at controlling specified works or development. The Council intends to make use of
an Article 4 Direction to protect the special character and appearance of Boscaswell.

5.5 Issues
Boscaswell is generally in good condition reflecting high property values and general
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prosperity of the area. There are few signs of vacant properties, or detrimental under use
of residential buildings. Nevertheless there remain some issues that require careful
monitoring or improvement in order to protect the special character of the settlement.
These are summarised below:
5.5.1 Highway related issues
As Boscaswell is located on a no through road off the main St Just to St Ives coast road
traffic is fairly limited. That said the motor car does dominate in places, with garages and
parking now an obvious element in the streetscene. This is particularly noticeable at the
central turning area which is large and bland tarmac space, with under utilised potential
which currently does little for the character and appearance of this area.
The summer months sees more congestion and activity within the settlement. Second
homes and holiday cottages are in use, and more visitors to the coastal paths and mining
heritage all mean more use of the central informal car parking area.
Away from the main access road the surfaces are generally unmade, and this is part of the
special character. Where more formal surfaces have been added, often for private parking
arrangements these tend to detract from the character and integrity of the area and in
places form incursions into areas of common land.
Summary
z
z

Resist any further loss of traditional surface treatments
Encourage appropriate parking for vehicles, avoiding the more sensitive sites

Even in the winter during the day there are parked cars along the lanes which increases in
the evenings and during the tourist season (left). The old stone tracks running west away
from the settlement are crucial to the character of the Conservation Area.

5.5.2 Boundary Treatment and Garden Development
Front and rear gardens within the Conservation Area form a vital part of its character and
integrity. Front gardens are often small gaps between buildings and road, fortunately often
too small to be sacrificed for parking and inappropriate surface treatment. Where it has
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happened it is always to the detriment of character and examples exist of overgrown and
littered spaces and others too neatly finished with a suburban quality – both are
detrimental to the historic character of the area.
Developments within rear gardens can, in places, be also quite intrusive with many roads
and paths affording views to the rear of properties.

The loss of historic boundary walls and introduction of hard surfacing and parked vehicles
is always detrimental to the special character of the Conservation Area. Whilst there is a
recognised need to park vehicles safely there are often less intrusive alternatives to reduce
the impact of the motor car.
Many boundary walls exist within the Conservation Area, enclosing plots and containing
views. These walls are important to its character and their loss, alteration or inappropriate
repair is always to the detriment of character.

Boundary walls are important to the special character and appearance of the Conservation
Area. Some form small enclosures, others roadside boundaries. This one once had a
small pedestrian gated access, presumably blocked up when the road got busier.
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Some boundaries form small enclosures or have other features in them, such as stiles,
which all add interest to the streetscape
Summary:
z

Resist the loss of garden walls and introduction of parking. Encourage
reinstatement of appropriate uses and boundary treatments

5.5.3 Outbuildings
Outbuildings are also important structures that help in the understanding of the history and
development of the settlement and use of buildings. and their loss or inappropriate
alteration should be avoided.
There are numerous outbuildings in Boscaswell, many of them are small in size, and
really only useful for modest storage. However these buildings are crucial to character as
many are in prominent locations within the Conservation Area.
z

Encourage the retention and maintenance of historic outbuildings
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Examples of some of the typical outbuildings found within the Conservation Area.
Underuse of outbuildings can be a problem and these examples require urgent work to
ensure their survival. The ideal roofing material would be a wet laid scantle, but the limited
use of the buildings probably fails to justify this. However corrugated sheeting would at
least make the building weathertight and encourage a use which may encourage future
restoration.

5.5.4 Retaining References to Former Uses of land and buildings
Within Boscaswell many farm buildings have been converted to residential uses in recent
years, some with more success than others. It is essential to retain references to former
uses both in plan form of the settlement and in features on individual buildings and of uses
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of land. Alterations to buildings should also ensure that non domestic buildings retain their
particular features without introducing overtly domestic elements.

An expanse of chippings for parking, wheelie bin and washing line give away the domestic
use of this barn (left). Large amounts of rebuilding and uniformity in fenestration also
detracts from the original agricultural character (right) of a former barn. Although these
building continue to make a valuable contribution to the character of the Conservation
Area closer attention to detail could have improved their appearance further
In places Informal areas have become in places untidy dumping grounds; there is a
difficult balance to achieve between an interesting, almost chaotic informality, and a lack of
care which is likewise seen at its worst in parts of the open land to the south of the
Conservation Area, where rubbish lines the edge of the estate and impacts on the setting
of the Conservation Area. However, the tidying up, municipalising or suburbanising of
common spaces and public realm is also much to be avoided, as is the unwelcome recent
trend to create bare, harsh and intrusive areas of concrete hard standing, or large areas of
grey spar chipping surfaces.

Some small areas of hardstanding can have significant impact on the special character of
the area as they are prominently located.
An abandoned television located in a
particularly sensitive spot is an example of the problems faced within the area.

Another issue is that of second homes, which give parts of the old village a dead feel out
of season, and has led to a considerable loss of historical texture and context, and of the
sense of long years of use and history. The pristine, clipped appearance of many of the
converted buildings, the tarmac or spar chippings in the yards have added a suburban
and deadening element to the patina of age and character which is hard to define, still
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harder perhaps to control, but nonetheless needs to be addressed in order to preserve
the genuine character of the village, and not make it into a sterile stage-set location
unrelated to the obviously scenic coastal scenery.
Summary:
z

Encourage the retention of features that provide valuable references to former
uses

5.5.5 The use of prevalent traditional & local building materials & methods
It is essential to encourage and promote the use of appropriate building materials and
methods, paying particular attention to local detailing, and the correct use of these ensures
that the special character and appearance of Boscaswell is protected.
Walls: The palette of materials used in Boscaswell is limited. Exposed granite as the local
stone is used, without exception on all older buildings from larger dressed stone, to a more
random rough cut stone. Repair using traditional materials and methods is essential. The
use of cement should be avoided, renders and mortars should be of lime, with appropriate
colours of well graded sand. Pointing should be almost flush with the masonry. Painting of
previously unpainted surfaces should normally be avoided and conservation advice should
be sought on appropriate paint and colour.
Roofs: The topography of Boscaswell makes the roofscape of great importance. Scantle
slate (wet laid slate, diminishing courses) was the traditional roof covering and a few
examples survive, where it does it makes a substantial contribution to character. However
more recently man made slate have become common place is now the predominate
roofing material. These man made 'slates', although often a cheaper option, fail to
replicate the character of traditional slate roofs and are never satisfactory. The use of clips
or hooks to fix dry laid roofs is not traditional and has a detrimental visual impact – nails
should always be used to fix such slates.
Chimneys are a crucial feature of roofscapes. The earlier ones are stone, and later ones
brick. The loss of chimney stacks and pots is always detrimental and should be resisted. If
repair is not an option, careful reconstruction can be carried out. Where chimneys have
been lost in the past encouragement should be given to their appropriate reinstatement.
Boscaswell has suffered from a loss of traditional cast iron rainwater goods, in preference
for plastic, probably not only due to cost but also the exposed coastal location increasing
maintenance. Where they do survive they are important details to be retained (and
repaired or replaced on a like for like basis). Encouragement should be given to
reinstatement in cast iron (or aluminium where appropriate) where lost on all older
properties.
It is important to protect traditional detailing when finishing a roof. Clay ridge tiles, open
eaves, timber fascias or mitred slate or mortar fillets. Avoiding the use of concrete ridge
and hip tiles, boxed soffits etc.
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Scantle slate survives on several properties within the Conservation area. The above (left)
photo shows clearly the unfortunate change in character from more modern roof coverings
on the adjacent property. Note also how the lowering of the right hand chimney stack
harms the visual character. Stone stacks (right) are typically found on early domestic
properties and are useful features to help date buildings.
There is no tradition of dormers or rooflights in Boscaswell as most properties are small
cottages with small roofs. In some circumstances the use of larger loftspaces can be
preferable to extending the building in other ways. It is essential to ensure that such
additions have very limited impact on the conservation area, for example, siting them on
screened roofslopes and ensuring that they are well designed and appropriately detailed.
Joinery: Authentic joinery adds to the visual quality and historic character of buildings.
Survival is limited although a few unlisted buildings retain historically important joinery.
Like most other towns and villages though many properties have been disfigured with the
introduction of inappropriate materials and detailing. The use of plastic and aluminium is
noticeable. Old joinery is rarely un-repairable and the first consideration should always be
for its careful repair. However if repair is not possible the next best thing is a replica
replacement.
Sliding sash windows would have been the most common type of window treatment within
the conservation area. Windows are generally of modest size and two over two pane
examples probably predominated.
The loss of traditional doors is also common place, especially now cheap inferior timber
doors are readily available. Where original doors survived they should be repaired. Where
they are beyond repair they should be replicated, and where lost advice should be sought
as to a suitable replacement which reflects the status and age of the building.
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Where traditional timber sash windows survive they make a positive contribution to the
character of individual buildings and the streetscene (left). Unfortunately many properties
in Boscaswell have had their traditional joinery replaced in aluminium or UPVc. The 'wood
effect' UPVc windows shown on the cottage on the right are particularly unfortunate and
cause harm to its special character.
Paint, of an appropriate colour, is the traditional finish for joinery and the fashion for
stripped and stained woodwork should be avoided. In additional encouragement should
always be given to the reintroduction of appropriate doors and windows where they have
previously been lost.
Summary:
z
z
z
z
z

Resist further use of non-traditional materials and designs for windows and doors
and encourage reinstatement where these alterations have already taken place
Resist further installation of non- traditional dormers and rooflights and encourage
improvements where poorly scaled and designed examples exist
Resist the loss of chimney stacks and pots and encourage replacement where
previously lost
Encourage the use of lime pointing on traditional buildings
Encourage the replacement of artificial slate with natural slate as appropriate to
the building. Resist the use of clips or hooks. Where appropriate continue the use
of wet laid scantle slate roof coverings.

5.5.6 Contribution of trees and other vegetation
Although primarily dealing with issues relating to the built environment it is recognised that
although in an exposed coastal location there are several individual trees and groups of
trees, along with other vegetation that are extremely important to the character and
appearance of the settlement. Conservation area designation adds a layer of protection
for most trees within its boundary and where a tree that makes a positive contribution to
the character and appearance of the settlement faces a definite threat a Tree Preservation
order can be placed on it to ensure it is protected from loss or damage.
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Summary :
z

Encourage the retention of all trees and other vegetation that makes a positive
contribution to the setting of individual buildings or the wider streetscape.

Lower Boscaswell is an exposed cliff top settlement that as a consequence has limited
trees. That said there are trees and other mature vegetation that makes a positive
contribution to the special character of the Conservation Area

5.5.7 Wirescape and other statutory installations and services
As in many settlements the wirescape is intrusive in places within the settlement. Whilst it
is recognised that this provides an essential service, opportunities for its improvement, and
ideally relocation below ground should be considered at every opportunity.
The position and maintenance of other installations should also be carefully considered
and where choice in design is available care should be taken to ensure the quality reflects
the special character of Boscaswell.
The domestic wheelie bin is now common place in our towns and villages, and in
commercial centres the larger industrial sized bins also make an appearance. These are
always to the detriment of character and appearance and encouragement should be given
to appropriate storage and screening of refuse bins.

Summary:
z

z

Encourage the relocation of the wire network underground and encourage statutory
undertakers liaise with the Council and to undertake works appropriate to the
conservation area
Review the refuse bin collection strategy and storage and encourage discreet
storage of bins
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Wheelie bins clutter the Conservation Area in places. Encouragement should be given to
their careful siting and storage to reduce their visual impact.

The wirescape is particularly intrusive in places, such as in this view eastwards from the
open area used for parking /turning.
5.5.8 Extent of intrusion and damage
Boscaswell is not without areas that could be improved and enhanced and this should be
recognised and encouraged where appropriate. It is, however, a well established cohesive
settlement with a high concentration of historic buildings, that help to draw attention away
from the more neutral or negative elements. There are inevitably elements of intrusion and
damage within the Conservation Area, not just in terms of alterations to historic buildings
or features, but also relating to inappropriate development, including new buildings or
extensions to existing ones.
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The cumulative and piecemeal extension of a small cottage has severly affected its special
character (left), while the flat roof extension (right), whilst still leaving the original dwelling
form visible, is prominently located and of poor design and materials. Note also the
concrete tiles on the roof which are a poor substitute for a traditional slate roof.
Incremental alterations to buildings, particularly in the form of UPVc windows,
inappropriately scaled and/or detailed extensions and porches as well as rendering have
had a significant detrimental impact within the conservation area.
The overwhelming scale of some recent buildings and extensions contrasts with the low,
intimate and simple shapes of the traditional buildings, and particularly shows the
irrelevance of a token use of traditional materials or detailing when the building form is
itself inappropriate.
Summary:
z

Encourage improvements to, or removal of poorly designed extensions in
conspicuous locations, and resist further developments of poor quality

The open areas around the settlement, including former common land is particularly
important and in places offer an opportunity for very low key enhancement without
gentrification / domestication (sometimes as simple as clearing rubbish). There are also
numerous modern ancillary buildings (sheds, garages etc) that are poorly designed and /
or sited that could be enhanced by removal, relocation or improvement.

The scale, design and materials of this garage (left) is particularly unfortunate and in such
a prominent location on the tongue of land in the middle of the Conservation Area. The
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large timber clad store building (right) would be less intrusive if it had a secure roof that
negated the need for numerous tyres!
One dwelling, and its outbuilding, in the heart of Lower Boscaswell (No12) needs careful
monitoring as long standing neglect threatens its special interest and historic fabric. The
damaged chimney stack, thick ivy clinging to the rear elevation and slipped scantle roof
make this property cause for concern. Sensitive repair works should be undertaken to
ensure this important property is conserved.

12 Boscaswell Village is an important early 19th century dwelling with large outbuilding and
boundary walls. All are in a particularly poor, and worrying condition. It is essential that a
careful conservation work be carried out with some urgency to ensure the survival of
important historic buildings and structures.
Summary
z
z

Encourage the improvement to areas that fail to make a positive contribution to the
character or appearance of the Conservation Area.
Encourage the careful conservation of buildings and strucures within the
Conservation Area

5.5.9 Archaeology
With the history of Boscaswell, its Iron Age remains and its connection to early mining in
the area there is archaeological potential almost anywhere within the settlement.
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Consequently works that require excavations or alterations may reveal interesting finds.
Where works are subject to the planning process guidance contained in Planning Policy
Guidance Note 16 will be taken into consideration and conditions attached to permissions
where appropriate.
Works being undertaken by private owners or statutory undertakers is harder to monitor
but they should be aware of the potential to reveal important finds and should contact the
Council for further advice should this occur.

Summary:
z

Encourage retention of any items of archaeological interest where possible, and
adequate recording where their alteration or loss is proposed

5.5.10 Climate Change & Historic Conservation
The Council has a strong commitment to the development of sustainable communities.
Reducing factors which may exacerbate climate change is among the most important
challenges facing communities. Climate change has the potential to be detrimental to the
historic environment, for example through rising sea levels, increased flooding, possible
increases in storminess and weather intensity, and greater risk of ground subsidence.
The Council will encourage and enable the development of renewable energy. However, it
also recognises that some forms of renewable energy delivery can have an incongruous
and damaging effect on the character and appearance of individual buildings and of
settlements and their settings. English Heritage (Wind Energy and the Historic
Environment) advises that the cumulative effects of projects as well as their specific
impacts will need to be considered.
There is likely to be increasing demand for the installation of wind turbines, solar panels
and photovoltaic cells, and planning legislation has been amended to include permitted
development rights for such works. In view of the potential for alteration to the character
and appearance of the conservation area, the Council will consider the use of an Article 4
Direction to require planning permission for the installation of wind turbines, solar panels
and photo-voltaic cells.
Summary:
z

Encourage appropriate use of sustainable energy generation without
detracting from the character and appearance of the conservation area

5.5.11 Boundary Alterations
There are no proposed boundary alterations.
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